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Draft Agenda 

Meeting Venue: Collegio Carlo Alberto, Piazza Arbarello 8 

Meeting Chair: Daniele Mazzocchi, Compagnia di San Paolo  

24 June 

19:00 
COOs networking dinner 

Venue tbc 

25 June 

09:00 – 12:00 
COOs meeting  

Peer problem-solving sessions on issues brought by individual COOs 

12:00 – 12:45 Networking Lunch 

12:45 – 14:45 

Opening Plenary session: Systems Thinking in Philanthropy 

Toby Lowe, Senior Research Associate, Centre for Knowledge, Innovation, Technology and 
Entreprise, Newcastle University Business School 

Profile available here 

14:45 – 15:15 Break 

15:15 – 17:15 
OPN-FIN 

Due Diligence 

OPN-IT 

Peer exchange on 
current IT 
interests and 
challenges  

OPN – HR 

Critical reflection 
on benchmarking 
study & working 
with Reward 
Connected, next 
steps moving 
forward 

OPN – Legal  

Kick off/Inventory 
meeting 

17:15 – 17:45 
Plenary session 

Reporting key messages from breakout sessions 

19:00 
Networking dinner 

Venue tbc 

26 June 

09:00 – 10:30 OPN-FIN 
Due Diligence 

OPN-IT 
Peer exchange on 
current IT interests 
and challenges  

OPN – HR 
Health and well-
being at work 

OPN – Legal  
Peer exchange on 
current interests 
and challenges 

10:30 – 11:00 Networking break 

11:00 – 11:30 
Plenary session 
Reporting key messages from breakout sessions: issues addressed and ideas for future 
reflection 

https://maps.google.com/?q=Piazza+Arbarello+8&entry=gmail&source=g
https://www.ncl.ac.uk/kite/staff/profile/tobylowe.html#background
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11:30 – 13:00 

Closing Plenary session: Navigating GDRP  

One month after the compliance deadline, four case studies/experiences will be shared on 
navigating the process, followed by Q&A and peer exchange  

 

13:00 – 14:00 Farewell lunch  
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About the organisers 

 

 

European Foundation Centre 
The EFC is the platform for and champion of institutional philanthropy – with a focus 
on Europe, but also with an eye to the global philanthropic landscape. With the aim of 
being the voice of institutional philanthropy in Europe, we communicate to 
stakeholders the value of organised philanthropy to society, to help nurture an 
environment in which it can flourish. We serve as a hub of sector exchange and 
intelligence, to help our members increase the impact of their added value in society.  
With over 25 years of experience and over 200 member organisations, the EFC gives 
its members access to a wealth of knowledge on the sector and to long-term 
relationships with philanthropic peers and external actors. Building on relationships 
and dialogue with policymakers which span several years, we help our members 
engage with high-level decision-makers. We also partner with a range of actors and 
catalyse joint projects which tackle many of today’s greatest challenges.  

www.efc.be  
 

  

 


